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Most online fraud involves identity
theft, which is why businesses that

operate on the web have a keen interest in
distinguishing impersonators from genu-
ine customers. Passwords help. But many
can be guessed or are jotted down impru-
dently. Newer phones, tablets, laptops and
desktop computers often have beefed-up
security with fingerprint and facial recog-
nition. But these can be spoofed. To over-
come these shortcomings, the next level of
security is likely to identify people using
things which are harder to copy, such as the
way they walk.

Many online security services already
use a system called device fingerprinting.
This employs software to note things like
the model type of a gadget employed by a
particular user; its hardware configura-
tion; its operating system; the apps which
have been downloaded onto it; and other
features, including sometimes the Wi-Fi
networks it regularly connects through
and devices like headsets it plugs into. 

The results are sufficient to build a pro-

file of both the device and its user’s habits.
If something unusual is then spotted—say,
a bank detects access to an account from a
phone with a different profile from that
which a customer usually uses—it can take
appropriate measures. For example, addi-
tional security questions can be posed. 

LexisNexis Risk Solutions, an American
analytics firm, has catalogued more than
4bn phones, tablets and other computers
in this way for banks and other clients.
Roughly 7% of them have been used for
shenanigans of some sort. But device fin-
gerprinting is becoming less useful. Apple,
Google and other makers of equipment and
operating systems have been steadily re-
stricting the range of attributes that can be

observed remotely. The reason for doing
this is to limit the amount of personal in-
formation that could fall into unautho-
rised hands. But such restrictions also
make it harder to distinguish illegitimate
from legitimate users.

That is why a new approach, behaviour-
al biometrics, is gaining ground. It relies
on the wealth of measurements made by
today’s devices. These include data from
accelerometers and gyroscopic sensors
that reveal how people hold their phones
when using them, how they carry them and
even the way they walk. Touchscreens, key-
boards and mice can be monitored to show
the distinctive ways in which someone’s
fingers and hands move. Sensors can de-
tect whether a phone has been set down on
a hard surface such as a table or dropped
lightly on a soft one such as a bed. If the
hour is appropriate, this action could be
used to assume when a user has retired for
the night. These traits can then be used to
determine whether someone attempting
to make a transaction is likely to be the de-
vice’s habitual user.

Behavioural biometrics make it possi-
ble to identify an individual’s “unique mo-
tion fingerprint”, says John Whaley, head of
Unifyid, a firm in Silicon Valley that is in-
volved in the field. With the right software,
data from a phone’s sensors can reveal de-
tails as personal as which part of some-
one’s foot strikes the pavement first, and
how hard; the length of a walker’s stride; 

Behavioural biometrics

The way you walk

Your phone uses your gait and sleep patterns, all in the name of security
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2 the number of strides per minute; and the
swing and spring in the walker’s hips and
step. It can also work out whether the
phone in question is in a handbag, a pocket
or held in a hand. 

Using these variables, Unifyid sorts
gaits into about 50,000 distinct types.
When coupled with information about a
user’s finger pressure and speed on the
touchscreen, as well as a device’s regular
places of use—as revealed by its gps unit—
that user’s identity can be pretty well deter-
mined, Mr Whaley claims. Unifyid began
offering behavioural biometrics to its cli-
ents (which include retail banks, online re-
tailers, delivery companies and ride-shar-
ing firms) in 2017. In time, advertisers will
pay for the scoop on individuals’ lifestyle-
revealing movements, reckons Mr Whaley,
though his firm has no plans yet to expand
in that direction. 

The lidless eye
Behavioural biometrics can, moreover, go
beyond verifying a user’s identity. It can
also detect circumstances in which it is
likely that a fraud is being committed. On a
device with a keyboard, for instance, a
warning sign is when the typing takes on a
staccato style, with a longer-than-usual
finger “flight time” between keystrokes.
This, according to Aleksander Kijek, head
of product at Nethone, a firm in Warsaw
that works out behavioural biometrics for
companies that sell things online, is an in-
dication that the device has been hijacked
and is under the remote control of a com-
puter program rather than a human typist.

On a device with a touchscreen rather
than a keyboard, however, the reverse is
true. Most people type with their thumbs
on touchscreens, so flight times between
keystrokes are longer. In this case, there-
fore, it is short flight times which are a sig-
nal of something suspicious going on—for
example, that a touchscreen device is actu-
ally being operated remotely, using the
keyboard of a laptop. 

Used wisely, behavioural biometrics
could be a boon. As Neil Costigan, the boss
of BehavioSec, a behavioural-biometrics
firm in San Francisco, observes, the soft-
ware can toil quietly in the background,
continuously authenticating account-
holders without badgering them for addi-
tional passwords, their mother’s maiden
name “and all that nonsense”. Unifyid and
an unnamed car company are even devel-
oping a system that unlocks the doors of a
vehicle once the gait of the driver, as mea-
sured by his phone, is recognised.

Used unwisely, however, the system
could become yet another electronic spy
on people’s privacy, permitting complete
strangers to monitor your every action,
from the moment you reach for your phone
in the morning, to when you fling it on the
floor at night. 7

Before a vaccine became widely avail-
able in the 1960s, measles was an inev-

itable childhood disease. The highly conta-
gious virus came round like clockwork.
Infection conferred lifelong immunity—
but at the cost, each year, of about 500
deaths and 50,000 hospitalisations in
America alone. In the decades that fol-
lowed, routine childhood vaccination in
Western countries made measles increas-
ingly rare. In recent years, however, out-
breaks have become more frequent, with
no signs of abating. 

The resurgence has been blamed on
parents refusing to vaccinate their chil-
dren or delaying jabs. But what has also be-
come clear is that vaccinating only chil-
dren is no longer sufficient. In 2013-17
between 33% and 63% of the annual mea-
sles cases in Europe were among people
older than 14 years. In 2017 the median age
for measles cases in Italy, which has fre-
quent outbreaks, was 27 years.

A paper published in Science this month
shows how this pattern evolved. Using his-
torical data and statistical modelling, the
paper’s authors find that as a country gets
closer to fully eliminating measles, the age
range of those who are not immune to the
disease widens (see chart). Catch-up jabs,
in other words, need to cover older and old-
er groups of people. 

The main reason for this is the accumu-
lation over time of people who missed one
or both of the two measles jabs that are rou-
tine for children. At the same time, falling
birth rates have led to fewer and fewer ba-
bies, who are susceptible to measles until

they are old enough to be vaccinated. As a
result, the average age of susceptible peo-
ple has crept up. 

For a variety of reasons, some cohorts in
a given country may be particularly prone
to a measles outbreak when they reach a
certain age. One example in Britain is peo-
ple born in the few years after 1998, when a
fraudulent study linking a measles vaccine
with autism scared many parents away
from vaccinating their children. Now in
their teenage years, these children are trav-
elling abroad, including to countries with
ongoing measles outbreaks. High-risk
groups like these may become evident only
when an outbreak sweeps through the pop-
ulation and the ages of those infected are
tallied by health officials. 

A growing number of studies in recent
years have tried to get ahead of the curve by
predicting which age groups have the high-
est risk of an outbreak. They typically draw
on data from health records and various
surveys asking people about their vaccina-
tions and socialising habits (to gauge how
easily they can catch and spread the virus).

Serological surveys, which measure
antibodies in blood, are a particularly use-
ful tool, but are not always available. Where
they are, they have identified groups of
people whose susceptibility to the virus is
greater than those targeted by public health
services for catch-up jabs—usually school-
children and university students, who are
easier to cover with a mass vaccination
campaign. In this way, a study in Belgium
found that in 2013 those aged 20 to 30 were
particularly susceptible. At the time, the
government was prioritising jabs for 10-to
13-year-olds. 

Why such studies matter is illustrated
by outbreaks like one that hit a childcare
centre near Antwerp, in Belgium, in 2014.
An adult employee at the centre caught
measles during a trip to the Dutch “bible
belt”, an area with a high concentration of
religious groups opposed to vaccines.
Upon returning to work, the employee
started an outbreak that infected 28 in-
fants; 12 were hospitalised. 

There is another developing wrinkle in
measles vaccination policy. For several
months after birth, babies are protected by
maternal antibodies passed on while they
are still in the womb. But inherited anti-
bodies wane two to three months earlier if
the mother was vaccinated than they do if
she became immune after being infected
by the virus. 

One seemingly obvious solution would
be to vaccinate babies earlier. The catch,
however, is that the vaccine is not very ef-
fective in children younger than a year, so
they would still need to have two boosters
later on in life. At a time when many par-
ents fret over giving their children too
many vaccines, adding a jab that is only
partially effective may be a tough sell. 7

Stopping measles outbreaks requires
vaccinating adults too

Measles vaccination

Never too old

Spot the problem
Share of age group susceptible to measles, %
By countries’ progress towards elimination

Source: “Measles and the canonical path to elimination”,
by Matthew Graham et al., Science, 2019
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In the good old days, gold miners could
seek out visible specks of bling at the sur-

face in order to find deeper, richer veins.
These days, prospectors must examine
samples of dirt for more minute traces sug-
gestive of a hidden seam below. Analysing
water from boreholes can also yield clues,
but boreholes are scarce and new ones are
costly and time-consuming to drill.

Trees offer an alternative that is finally
bearing fruit in Australia. The idea has
been around since the 1940s but, until now,
never practical. Some trees have roots that
reach deep underground, drawing up water
and, along with it, tiny quantities of miner-
als that end up distributed throughout the
tree. In this way, even lofty leaves bear
traces of what lies far beneath. The quanti-
ties are minuscule. In areas where there is
no gold, leaves may have a background lev-
el of 0.15 parts per billion (ppb) of gold; on
gold-rich sites that can rise to 4ppb.

In theory, “biogeochemical” prospect-
ing is a simple matter of collecting leaves
from across a site and mapping mineral
concentrations to reveal subterranean
treasures. It is best applied to dry regions
where plants seek out water with deep
roots. Some even break down soil to extract
mineral nutrients, thus increasing the
amount of telltale minerals in their leaves.
Gold is the obvious element to look for, but
checking for elements that are associated
with gold deposits, such as antimony and
bismuth, can also be sensible. 

Sampling is harder than it sounds,
though. Different trees accumulate gold in
different ways, so exactly the same species
must be sampled across each site for valid
comparisons. Acacia is one of the trees of
choice, but Australia has about 1,000 Aca-
cia species, many of which look similar. To
confuse matters further, the degree to
which elements accumulate in leaves va-
ries with the seasons.

In proof-of-principle studies over the
last few years, Nathan Reid and his team at
csiro, Australia’s national science agency,
have shown that biogeochemical prospect-
ing closely tallies with the surface and
groundwater analyses. Inspired by these
results, Marmota, an exploration firm, put
the method to the test at its Aurora Tank
site, 50km from the highly-productive
Challenger mine in South Australia. 

Leaves collected immediately around a
known deposit that lies beneath ten metres
of rock contained traces of gold, validating

the approach. Further samples were taken
40 metres apart around known deposits,
and at wider spaces farther out. This turned
up several anomalies, where gold seemed
to be present but other tests had shown
nothing. “The usual calcrete [surface sam-
ple] testing was saying ‘Don’t drill here’,”
says Colin Rose, Marmota’s executive
chairman, “but the tree sampling was say-
ing ‘Drill here’.”

Then came the pay-off. Drilling re-
vealed a five-metre-thick vein with 27g of

gold per tonne, more than 30 metres below
the surface. A metre-thick inner layer held
an impressive 105g per tonne. Five grams
per tonne is considered high-grade.

Marmota is keen to explore further. In
the outer sampling zone, the company
found four anomalies in an area where
only one potential seam had been identi-
fied. They have yet to be drilled but plans
are afoot. Prospecting with trees is starting
to look less like a scientific curiosity and
more like a golden opportunity. 7

If you’re looking for gold, don’t look
down. Look up.

Biogeochemistry

Gold leaf

How and why, roughly 2m years ago,
early human ancestors evolved large

brains and began fashioning relatively
advanced stone tools, is one of the great
mysteries of evolution. Some researchers
argue these changes were brought about
by the invention of cooking. They point
out that our bite weakened around the
same time as our larger brains evolved,
and that it takes less energy to extract
nutrients from cooked food. As a result,
once they had mastered the art, early
chefs could pare back their digestive
systems and invest the resulting energy
savings in building larger brains capable
of complex thought. There is, however, a
problem with the cooking hypothesis.
Most archaeologists believe the evidence
of controlled fire stretches back no more
than 790,000 years.

Roger Summons of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has a solution.
Together with his team of geomicrobiol-
ogists, he analysed 1.7m-year-old sand-
stones that formed in an ancient river at
Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania. The region is
famous for the large number of human

fossils that have been discovered there,
alongside an impressive assembly of
stone tools. The sandstones themselves
have previously yielded some of the
world’s earliest sophisticated Acheulean
hand axes: large tear-drop-shaped stone
tools that are associated with Homo
erectus. Creating an Acheulean axe by
repeatedly knocking flakes off of a raw
stone in order to create two sharp cutting
edges requires a significant amount of
planning. Their appearance is therefore
thought to mark an important moment
in cognitive evolution. 

Trapped inside the Olduvai sand-
stones, the researchers found distinctive
but unusual biological molecules that
are often interpreted as biomarkers for
heat-tolerant bacteria. Some of these
thrive in water between 85 and 95°C. The
molecules’ presence suggests that an
ancient river within the gorge was once
fed by one or more hot springs, fitting
nicely with its location within the geo-
logically active East African Rift. The
findings are published in a paper posted
to the online bioRxiv preprint server.

Dr Summons and his colleagues say
the hot springs would have provided a
convenient “pre-fire” means of cooking
food. In Rotorua in New Zealand, the
Maori have traditionally cooked food in
geothermal springs (see picture), either
by lowering it into the boiling water or by
digging a hole in the hot earth. Similar
methods exist in Japan and Iceland, so it
is plausible, if difficult to prove, that
early humans might have used hot
springs to simmer meat and roots. 

Richard Wrangham, a primatologist
at Harvard University who devised the
cooking hypothesis, is intrigued by the
idea. Nonetheless, fire would have of-
fered a distinct advantage to humans,
once they had mastered the art of con-
trolling it since, unlike a hot spring, it is a
portable resource.

Stone-age hot pots
Human evolution

Geothermal springs could help explain how human brains got so big

Not a fire in sight
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In 2005 Giovanni Harvey began to buy
property in the port district of Rio de Ja-

neiro. The area was dilapidated and con-
trolled by drug-traffickers; he would wear a
tucked-in shirt (to show he was unarmed)
and sandals (suggesting he had no reason
to run). But Rio aspired to host the World
Cup and the Olympics, and the area was
due to be gentrified. To Mr Harvey, a suc-
cessful black businessman who founded
Brazil’s first incubator for Afro-Brazilian
entrepreneurs and served as national sec-
retary for racial equality, the purchase was
“purely an investment”. He knew nothing
about the port’s role in slavery. 

Two events in February 2011 changed
that. On a business trip to Senegal he visit-
ed the Maison des Esclaves, where en-
slaved Africans were loaded onto ships for
the Americas. “Until then, I’d had a roman-
tic image of slavery,” he says. In the 1970s
his school had glossed over such dehuma-
nising aspects as family separation. In Afri-
ca, he wept. Just days after returning to Bra-
zil, he turned on the television and saw an
archaeologist discussing the “discovery” of
the Cais do Valongo, a wharf in Rio where
around 1m slaves had disembarked (pic-
tured). It was two blocks from his house. 

Since then, Mr Harvey and a small group

of Rio-based academics, entrepreneurs
and activists have fought to disseminate
this history. It is an uphill battle. The wharf
was recognised as a unesco World Heri-
tage site in 2017, but risks losing that status
because of political bickering, economic
woe and the government’s perennial negli-
gence over historical preservation, espe-
cially when the history in question is pain-
ful. A plan to construct a museum next to
the wharf has won international support,
but attracted neither funding nor powerful
domestic politicians to tout it.

These days the wharf is ridden with
graffiti and trash. Other relevant sites are in
even sorrier states—but then, so is much of
Rio. For some, commemorating slavery is a
vital part of addressing contemporary in-
justices. For others, it is a distraction.

Beyond samba
Between 1525 and 1866 more than 12m
slaves were shipped across the Atlantic to
European colonies in the Americas.
Around half a million died on the way to
Brazil; of the 4.9m who disembarked there,
around half did so in Rio, according to
Emory University’s Transatlantic Slave
Trade Database (see chart on next page). At
the height of the slave trade in the early

1800s, when gold, coffee and sugar cane
were booming, 400-500 enslaved Africans
landed at the Valongo wharf every week,
says Monica Lima of the Federal University
of Rio de Janeiro. Its unearthing in 2011 was
not really a discovery, she notes. Documen-
tary evidence had always existed, but over
the years the wharf was covered up—by a
new pier to receive the Portuguese empress
in 1843; by a commercial plaza in the early
1900s; by a powerful myth, confected in the
1930s, that Brazil is a “racial democracy”.

“There’s this notion that Brazil isn’t as
racist because it has lots of interracial mar-
riages and everyone loves samba,” says Ms
Lima. Though Brazil was late to outlaw
slavery, in 1888, it did not adopt the segrega-
tion and miscegenation laws that ensued
in America. More fluid relations helped
perpetuate a feeling that slavery need not
be dwelled upon. Mr Harvey sees himself
as a victim of this “social amnesia”.

In the 1970s Brazil’s civil-rights move-
ment started to question the idea of racial
equality. It gradually brought about
change. During the presidency of Luiz In-
ácio “Lula” da Silva (2003-10), a law in-
structed schools to teach Afro-Brazilian
history. Steps were taken to boost black
education and alleviate poverty; descen-
dants of escaped slaves living on informal
settlements called quilombos gained land
rights. São Paulo opened the Museu Afro
Brasil, a complement to an existing institu-
tion in the north-eastern city of Salvador
(though neither focuses on slavery). 

In Rio, Eduardo Paes, a white mayor
known for his love of samba, promised that
a multi-billion-dollar project to renovate
the port would benefit the black neigh-

Commemorating slavery

Giving up the ghosts 

R I O  D E  J A N E I RO

For some in Brazil, remembering slavery is vital; others are wary of a painful past
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2 bourhoods around it. Rebranded with an
old nickname, Little Africa, the area has
witnessed a cultural flowering in recent
years, including the Museu de Arte do Rio,
which hosted Brazil’s first major exhibit
about samba, and the rebirth of a weekly
gathering at Pedra do Sal, a rock where early
sambistas jammed. Julio Barroso, a cultur-
al impresario, says it is these sorts of initia-
tives that the government should support.
“We can’t get stuck in the past,” he says, “we
have to look toward the future.” 

Others insist that the awful history of
slavery must be remembered alongside up-
lifting narratives. “It’s more than just a ref-
erence point, it’s the defining factor in the
construction of Brazilian identity,” thinks
Ms Lima. Ignorance, they say, only makes
this task more urgent. When vestiges of the
Valongo wharf began to emerge in 2011,
Mayor Paes gleefully announced that Rio
had found its “Roman ruins”. Newly en-
lightened, Mr Harvey protested. “This is
our Maison des Esclaves,” he said. More
fumbling followed, including a short-lived
suggestion that the mayor’s office inaugu-
rate the wharf with a musical re-enactment
of a slave voyage, featuring black actors.

The unquiet dead
Because of such insensitivity, many black
people in Rio are apprehensive about the
museum proposal. The original plan was to
use a warehouse near the wharf owned by
the federal government and constructed in
1871(without slave labour) by André Rebou-
ças, a black engineer. The Smithsonian In-
stitution and other overseas bodies were
supportive, but the scheme came to noth-
ing, as did a proposal in 2017 from Rio’s new
mayor, Marcelo Crivella, for a “Museum of
Slavery and Liberty”. Its unfortunate Portu-
guese acronym—mel, meaning honey—
sparked an outcry.

The project was renamed and given the
broader purpose of chronicling the African
diaspora. Then, in February, Nilcemar No-
gueira, the municipal official responsible,
was demoted. She insists the plans are pro-
gressing; the 80m reais ($19.5m) required
will come from private donations, she says.
Meanwhile, rubbish collection at the wharf
depends on a grant from America’s State
Department. “If the mayor’s office can’t
even take out the trash, how is it going to
run a museum?” asks Luiz Eduardo Negro-
gun of the State Council for Black Rights.

One danger is that debate over how to
handle such a sensitive subject, which
could be therapeutic, will instead be a pre-
text for uninterested governments to aban-
don the project altogether. Brazil’s far-right
president, Jair Bolsonaro, once character-
ised quilombo residents as fat and lazy. Mr
Crivella (an evangelical Christian) is the
first Rio mayor in decades to refuse to at-
tend carnival celebrations. Choosing
whether and how to highlight slavery is “a

political decision”, says Milton Guran, an
anthropologist who co-ordinated the Va-
longo wharf’s recognition by unesco. 

Ali Moussa Iye, director of unesco’s
Slave Route Project, which has just issued
guidelines on managing slavery-related
sites, notes that the task is often complicat-
ed by the paucity of physical exhibits:
“apart from shackles here and there, it is an
intangible heritage.” In Rio, though, even
such artefacts as have survived have been
neglected. Consider the “New Blacks Cem-
eteries”, pitiful church-side plots where
newly arrived slaves who died from disease
or exhaustion were dumped like rubbish.
In 1996 a white woman came across some
such remains while building a house. Mer-
ced Guimarães now runs a tiny museum
called the “Institute of New Blacks”, where
visitors can peer through a glass panel in
the floor and see the skeletons of slaves. 

But there has been no effort to fund
large-scale excavations or memorials. “Ar-
chaeology in Brazil doesn’t produce knowl-
edge, it just accumulates material,” says
João Carlos Nara, an architect and historian
who studies the Santa Rita church in Rio,
where thousands of slaves were buried in
the mid-18th century. He thought the con-
struction of a tram line on the site could be
an opportunity to learn what lay beneath.
But the city was keen to finish the job. 

After some debate, the firm in charge
proposed raising the tracks to avoid the
bones, and to give several stations apposite
names such as “Little Africa” and “New
Blacks”. Black leaders reluctantly agreed—
to forestall a repetition of what happened
to the material recovered from the Valongo
wharf in 2011. Mr Negrogun summarises
that bleak precedent: “The remains of our
ancestors are sitting in plastic bags in air-
conditioned shipping containers waiting
for whenever there’s enough money to
study them.” Last year, construction on the
tram line moved forward. Whatever bones
had emerged were quickly covered up. 7

Of human bondage
Transatlantic slave trade from Africa, 1525-1866
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How george orwell would have rel-
ished these times. Alternative facts,

troll farms, meme warfare—he would be
spoiled for material. “The Ministry of
Truth”, Dorian Lynskey’s biography of
“1984”, joins the dots between the age of
fake news and Orwell’s work. 

Mr Lynskey begins with the genesis of
“1984” and its reception in 1949, and then
explains how it reverberated through the
cold war. The Spanish civil war and Or-
well’s career in the bbc may seem familiar,
but the novel’s literary background is ar-
resting. Utopian and dystopian stories had
become increasingly popular since H.G.
Wells published his series of late-Victorian
hits such as “The War of the Worlds”. Orwell
was heavily influenced by Wells; Mr Lyn-
skey gives a poignant account of the ageing
man of letters dining with the rising star in
Orwell’s tiny flat in London in 1941. The re-
sult was a bust-up, the aggrieved Wells
skulking off into the darkness.

As Mr Lynskey says, Orwell wrote “1984”
not as a prophecy but as a warning, to gal-
vanise action so that the future he de-
scribed never came to pass. He succeeded;
the book became a weapon in the Western
fightback against totalitarianism in the
1940s and beyond. Yet, as Mr Lynskey re-
lates, by the 1970s it had become so prover-
bial as to be colonised by gormless televi-
sion shows and indifferent pop-music
albums. Its wholesale appropriation by
pop culture blunted its political force. 

When the Soviet Union fell, Orwell’s
oeuvre might have become a historical cu-
riosity. After all, mid-century writing that
was meant to expose the despotism of both
the communist left and fascist right should
have become irrelevant; history was
deemed to have ended. That is not how it
turned out, for history or Orwell. 

Disappointingly, the section on his
modern resonance is the weakest part of
Mr Lynskey’s book. He devotes only a brief
passage to the Orwellian echoes in Donald
Trump’s presidency: the lies that warp real-
ity, the obsolescence of facts, the divergent
information universes of Fox News and
cnn. The obvious implication—that the to-
talitarian methods chronicled by Orwell 70
years ago are now being recycled by sup-
posed democrats—should concern every-
one. But it awaits a more rigorous analysis
than the one offered here. 7

Big Brother’s afterlife

The clock strikes 13

The Ministry of Truth: The Biography of
George Orwell’s “1984”. By Dorian Lynskey.
Doubleday; 368 pages; $28.95. Picador; £16.99
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“Fresh air and fresh light” was how
Tony Thomas appeared to his bureau

chief when he breezed into the Brussels of-
fice of The Economist in 1974. Improbable,
even. He had come out of Africa, via the
Yorkshire Post and the Washington office of
the Times, to cover Britain’s efforts to join
the Common Market. Unlike the desk-
bound pundits in St James’s Street, here
was a journalist of the old school. He was
not afraid to get his hands dirty; to ask in
his brisk, emphatic way, “What’s the
story?” and to challenge conventional wis-
dom whenever he met it. Throughout his
quarter-century at The Economist, as well as
over fine wine and venison stew in the
Welsh hills he retired to, he kept the habit. 

His Southern Rhodesian background
made that difference. He was always, in ac-
cent, dress, head and heart, the boy from
Africa. Bulawayo, his home town, was a
place for hard grafters, unlike soft-handed
Harare. So straight out of government
school at 16 he had joined the Bulawayo
Chronicle, then made his way to England to
work there. But the move didn’t change
him. When his doctor remarked latterly
that he should be good for a couple of years,
he told friends he would be able to plant at
least one more crop of “mealies”, or maize.

Once at The Economist he thrived, writ-
ing for almost every section of the paper.
After Brussels he became us business cor-
respondent, covering the whole country
out of New York. America became his last-
ing joy and fascination. He did two stints 

Remembering a great Economist
journalist, who has died at 78

Tony Thomas

The boy from
Africa

Tony and Sarah

If a single man in possession of a large
fortune must be in want of a wife, that is

nothing to how a regent in possession of a
large debt tends to feel. By 1795 Britain’s
dissolute Prince Regent (pictured) had,
through his passions for horses, mistress-
es and diamond-buttoned breeches, ac-
quired debts of £630,000 (roughly £74m or
$94m today); the unwelcome attentions of
Parliament; and an even less welcome en-
gagement to a wealthy cousin.

The dialogue at the meeting of the be-
trothed would not be easily confused with
Jane Austen’s. Upon seeing his bride, Caro-
line of Brunswick, the regent declared: “I
am not well. Pray, get me a glass of brandy.”
Caroline, meanwhile, announced: “I think
he’s very fat and he’s nothing like as hand-
some as his portrait.” Of Mr Darcy-style
smouldering there was little—not count-
ing the fact that, on their wedding night,
the regent got so drunk that he collapsed
into the fireplace in the bridal chamber.

It is a scene that deserves to be well-
known but, like so much in the Regency
period, it is not. “I awoke one morning and
found myself famous,” Lord Byron, a Re-
gency poet, once said. The period itself has
suffered from the opposite problem. Sand-
wiched between the more solemn and sub-
stantial Georgian and Victorian eras, it has
always felt like a transition, so flighty it is
unable even to muster a proper monarch as

its namesake. Today it is widely ignored,
except perhaps through the lens of Aus-
ten’s writing or Napoleon’s fighting.

What a shame, says Robert Morrison in
his superb new book “The Regency
Years”—the first on the period in 30 years.
It is a hoary old criticism of Austen that she
left the Napoleonic wars out of her work.
That is the least of it, Mr Morrison writes.
Her England also has “no Luddite riots, no
steam locomotives, no displaced families
of factory workers, and no contaminated
rivers.” Austen skips discreetly over Eng-
land’s thriving porn industry, its appalling
opioid crisis and its burgeoning gay-rights
movement. But they were there.

As Mr Morrison’s subtitle contends, it
was in this period—not its celebrated Vic-
torian successor—that Britain started to
become modern. Certainly there is much
that feels contemporary. Take that opioid
epidemic. At this time laudanum (a mix-
ture of brandy and opium) was “an unre-
markable part of daily life”, not only pre-
scribed by doctors but flogged by bakers,
grocers and publicans. Charles Lamb en-
dured his cold with it; Austen’s mother al-
leviated her travel sickness with it; Samuel
Taylor Coleridge composed “Kubla Khan”
on it. Babies were dosed on Mother Bailey’s
(doubtless effective) “Quieting Syrup”.

It was also a period of sexual experi-
mentation, liberation—and infection. The
population of London’s prostitutes rose to
an estimated 50,000; rates of disease
soared accordingly. Regency rakes such as
Byron were not only “mad, bad and danger-
ous to know”, they were even more danger-
ous to sleep with. Syphilis attacked with-
out regard for rank or privilege. If you think
the Elgin Marbles, snatched from Athens at
this time, look dilapidated, that is nothing
to the state of Lord Elgin himself. Shortly
after selling the marbles to the British Mu-
seum, and with his nose viciously con-
sumed by the disease, he retired from pub-
lic life.

This era also saw the birth of that most
modern spectacle, the political sex scan-
dal. In November 1815 the “most infamous
Regency flagellant” (this being an age that
offered competition for such a title), an mp
named Sir Eyre Coote, entered Christ’s Hos-
pital mathematical school, sent away the
younger boys and paid the older ones for a
bout of mutual flogging. The school nurse
arrived to find him buttoning his breeches;
England’s satirical press had come of age in
time to make the very most of such a mo-
ment. Coote endured a cartoon by George
Cruikshank, a vaunted caricaturist, and na-
tional humiliation.

The Regency period lasted for less than
a decade but, as Mr Morrison argues, “its
many legacies are still all around us.” It was
also, as this book amply proves, marvel-
lously entertaining. It deserves to find it-
self a little more famous than it has been. 7
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Prince charmless

The Regency Years: During Which Jane
Austen Writes, Napoleon Fights, Byron
Makes Love, and Britain Becomes
Modern. By Robert Morrison. W.W. Norton;
416 pages; $29.95 
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Johnson Mother tongues

Forcing immigrants to learn English can be counter-productive

Lev golinkin left Soviet Ukraine as a
nine-year-old in 1990. With assistance

from hias, a Jewish organisation that
helps refugees, his family made its way
to Indiana. In America, not having Eng-
lish felt “like having a massive stroke,
only instead of being sent to the hospital
and getting help you have to go out and
get a job.” His experience suggests im-
migrants don’t have to be told how im-
portant it is to speak the language of a
new country: they are more painfully
aware of it than natives can ever know.

Yet they are often assumed to need
coercion. On May 16th, for example,
Donald Trump vowed to ensure that
immigrants to America learn English and
pass a civics exam before arriving.

Such strictures might seem to serve
national cohesion. In fact, the wrong
policies and tone do the reverse, as Vicky
Fouka of Stanford University found in a
study of German-Americans living a
century ago. With its large German-
immigrant population, Ohio was the first
of several states to permit teaching in
German alongside English. By 1900 some
4% of elementary-school pupils in
America were taught at least partly in
German. After the first world war anti-
German sentiment led to the end of those
programmes and, in Ohio and Indiana,
even to a ban on teaching German as a
foreign language to young children.

Ms Fouka compared German-Ameri-
can populations in border counties of
Ohio and Indiana with their neighbours
in adjacent states (who experienced no
language ban). She found that those
affected by the ban were more likely to
marry another German and give their
children German names, and less likely
to enlist during the second world war.
Forced assimilation backfired at every
level, from the personal to the political.

ly Democratic since.
California’s conservatives were right

to spot a rising cohort of foreign-born
residents. They had two options: to try to
make them patriotic Americans (and
Republican voters) with a positive ap-
peal, or to threaten them with punish-
ments. Choosing the latter, they lost
twice, in both language and politics.
Californians overwhelmingly repealed
Proposition 227 in 2016. The state is
riotously multilingual, even as English
remains the essential language, as it is in
the rest of the country.

Just how permissive should receiving
countries be? Corine Dehabey, a Syrian-
American who helps immigrants learn
English in today’s Ohio, thinks that, if
policies are too accommodating, there is
a risk that people don’t feel any pressure
to acquire the language. But if she could
make one change, it would be to give
them more time to do so. Current poli-
cies push newcomers to find work as
soon as possible. That leads to doctors
and engineers driving taxis, because they
have yet to requalify in America.

Adults often struggle to learn a new
language, as Mr Golinkin’s mother did,
going from being a psychiatrist in Uk-
raine to a security guard in America.
Some pull it off, as Mr Golinkin’s father
did by studying English for years before
the move. But nearly all children master
their adopted country’s language, as Mr
Golinkin (now a writer) did quickly.
Children are sponges for languages—and
for attitudes, too. Their views of their
new homes will forever be shaped by the
way they are treated when they arrive.

Unless the intention was not assimila-
tion at all. Sometimes language laws are
mostly symbolic. For instance, numerous
American states have declared English to
be their official tongue (at a federal level,
the country doesn’t have one). This seems
intended to send a message—“We speak
English here”—without doing much to
change reality on the ground. Sometimes,
though, laws seem designed to make life as
hard as possible for immigrants.

Take Proposition 227 of 1998, whereby
Californian voters eliminated almost all of
the state’s bilingual education pro-
grammes. Bilingual teaching was always
intended as a bridge to English, but in a
polarising campaign it was portrayed as
allowing kids to avoid English altogether.
(A few years earlier, another vote had
stripped illegal immigrants of state bene-
fits.) A later analysis provided scant evi-
dence that Proposition 227 made much
difference to English-learning. But the
Republican-led anti-immigration back-
lash of the 1990s led to a counter-backlash:
California Latinos, though often religious
and socially conservative, have been solid-

Correction: Johnson’s previous column mistakenly
said that “Tuesday” includes the Indo-European
root dyeu twice. Dyeu produced the word for day
in other languages, but English “day” is thought to
be from dhegwh, “to burn”. Sorry.

there, and never tired of reviewing books
on its history. With Edmund Fawcett, a col-
league whose sister, Sarah (pictured right
on previous page), he married, he wrote
“The American Condition”, assessing land
and people with his usual unflinching
eye—but also the humanity of Rembrandt
or Norman Rockwell, favourite artists.

In London, as Business Affairs editor for
six years, he kept a spike in his office to re-
ceive poor copy. (Ever the country boy, he
also killed a stray mouse with it.) He wrote
an enthusiastic survey on golf, ran Books &
arts, and with the then-editor, Rupert Pen-

nant-Rea, a soft Harare man, introduced a
sports page. Its failure disappointed him.
But then, at Books & arts, he was already
doing “the best job on the paper”. 

Meanwhile he used his clear eye, first,
to turn writers’ dross into good vigorous
prose, and second to spot young talent
when it turned up. Several of today’s senior
editors were hired by him. He took pride in
that, and them. 

His move to a whitewashed cottage in
Crickadarn in 1998 seemed sudden,
prompted by a cancer prognosis that he de-
lightedly outlived by many years. But

Wales was the land his great-grandparents
had left for southern Africa; and there he
turned his voracious appetite for life to be-
coming an honorary Welshman. He was a
vice-president of the Erwood agricultural
show, grew vegetables of prize-winning
size, was teaching himself Welsh and
found in Mattie (short for Matabele), a spir-
ited Welsh springer, the perfect dog. But,
like any journalist worth their salt, he load-
ed the sofa at weekends with every decent
London paper he could get. For though he
might have left the world of news, it, like
The Economist, never left him. 7

  


